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Level V
I.

Notation Concepts
.
•
A. New: use of 16ths in 6/8 9/8 12/8 (Ex.: JjJJ
JJ JJJJ J J
Review: b|?, X ^ t ^ f ^ b
B. Dynamics - an understanding of preceding symbols/terms is assumed
C. Write the enharmonic equivalent of given notes.
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D. Intervals - m3 (minor 3"^**), m6, and m7 - Write these intervals above given
tonic notes in the keys of a, e, and b minor.
n.

Rhythm/Meter Concepts
A. Time Signatures: 6/8, 9/8, and 12/8
Know and understand the meaning of compound duple (6/8), compound
triple (9/8), and compound quadruple (12/8)
B. Add barlines, time signatures, or one missing note or rest in rhythmic examples
in 6/8,9/8, and 12/8.
C. Add the values of notes and rests in a short rhythmic motif and answer with a
number value, a single note or single rest equal to the total value.
D. Write counts, properly aligned under notes in 6/8, 9/8, or 12/8.
J

m.

Chord Concepts
A. Name, write, or spell the notes of these minor root position triads:
a, e, and b minor
B. Name or write these triads with inversions: a, e, and b minor
C. Label with Roman numerals the chords in a given cadence (plagai,
authentic, or extended authentic) in a, e, and b minor
D. Circle the root of given triads ( a mix of root position and inverted)

W.

Key Signature Concepts
A. Write the key signatures or name keys in given examples in the
sharp key minors - a - e - b - f# - c# - g# - d# - a#
B. Name these keys as both relative major and minor, as well.
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C. Complete the circle of 5ths for Major and minor U keys :

D. Write, spell, or name these natural and harmonic minor scales:
a, e, and b minor. Be able to label half steps, (use accidentals or key sig.)
E. Identify or write the chromatic scale going up and down, C to C.
V.

Form Concepts
A. Theme and Variations - a musical form in which a simply set theme is presented first, and then is followed by a series of restatements, each being a
variation of the original. Melodic ornamentation, melodic variation,
rhythmic variation, harmonic variation, and sometimes change of mode
from Major to minor are some common techniques used in the variations.
B. Movement - an independent piece within a sonata, symphony, concerto, suite.
These large musical works are made up of several movements, or contrasting
pieces, which through a variety of musical elements have a common bond.
First and last movements are generally lively, fast

VI.

Terminology
Accelerando - gradually faster (accelerate gradually)
Alia breve ((j; ) - cut time; 2 strong beats to the measure (2/2)
Allegretto - a tempo marking meaning moderately fast, but slower than allegro
Chromatic scale - a scale made up entirely of half steps, ascending and
descending. It is customary to label half steps with sharps when ascending and
flats when descending.
Con moto - with motion, quicker
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Diatonic - (as opposed to chromatic) - the natural scale consisting of 5 whole,
and 2 half steps, rather than primarily half steps as in chromatic.
Duple meter - 2 beats or units in each measure [simple duple: 2/2, 2/4, 2/8;
compound duple: 6/2, 6/4, 6/8]
Triple meter - 3 beats or units in each measure [simple triple: 3/2, 3/4, 3/8;
compound triple: 9/4, 9/8]
Quadruple meter - 4 beats or units in each measure [simple quadruple: 4/2, 4/4,
4/8; compound quadruple: 12/8]
Harmonic minor scale - the scale built on this whole and half step formation:
Keynote or tonic - W - H - W - W - H - 1 1 4 - H (The l'^ degree of the
natural Minor scale is raised a half step. This 7"^ degree is the 3"* of the
dominant chord, and the raising of this tone creates a Major dominant chord
which is much stronger and more effective than a minor dominant.)
Leggiero - lightly
Meno mosso - less motion (a slower tempo)
Modulation - the change of key within a composition
Movement - an independent piece within a sonata, symphony, concerto, suite
Ostinato - a phrase or figure that is persistently repeated throughout a
composition usually at the same pitch. It comes from the Italian word meaning
obstinate.
Parallel keys — Major and minor keys with the same tonic (C Major and c minor)
Piu mosso - more motion - a faster tempo
Relative keys - Major and minor keys with the same key signature (C /a min)
The minor is 3 half steps (min. 3"^) below its relative major.
Scherzando - playfully
Scherzo - a movement, usually the third of sonatas, symphonies, and quartets
(rarely concertos) which was introduced by Beethoven to replace the minuet
(ABA form), it is followed by a trio, after which the scherzo is repeated. Its
distinguishing features are rapid tempo in 3/4 meter, vigorous rhythm, bustling
humor, surprise, and whimsy.
Sonata - a composition for piano (or a solo instrument, usually with piano
accompaniment) it has 3 or 4 separate sections called movements.
Spiritoso - spirited
Symphony - a sonata for orchestra
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vn.

Music History: Classical Period: 1750 - 1820
Composers: Franz Joseph Haydn
Austria
1732-1809
Muzio Clementi
1752-1832
Italy
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
1756-1791
Austria
Ludwig van Beethoven
1770-1827
Germany
Keyboard Instruments: harpsichord, pianoforte, organ
Be able to name two classical composers and two keyboard instruments.
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